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Joe Galgoul demonstrates Repotting, February 18, 2021
Our own president was the featured demonstrator at this
meeting. He is repotting a boxwood that he just won at
the Baikoen auction. Funny thing is, he is the one that
donated the plant!

This picture shows Joe cleaning out the old soil from the
roots. Before the demo began, he had trimmed and

cleaned the foliage of the plant. He also selected a pot,
placed a plastic mesh over the drain holes and anchored
the mesh with wire. In the picture at the left, Joe is

trimming the roots, removing any long or large roots, and

cutting off fine hair roots so that the tree can fit into the

pot. Remove any damaged or rotting roots, old soil with a root hook and comb out the roots spacing them
out from the trunk.

Mitch asked what was the tray that Joe was using to hold the old soil and other stuff. Both Home Depot
and Lowe have a medium size cement mixing tub for about $5.75.

If you look carefully on the right, you can see how
Joe has anchored the plastic mesh covering the

drainage holes in the pot
using wire with the figure
of 8 clip (right). The

other option is a hair pin
bend (below right).

The additional wires

coming out of the drainage holes are used to anchor the plant to the pot.
The best demonstration for anchoring the plant to

the pot can be found at this link by Jonas Dupuich

at this link,

https://bonsaitonight.com/2016/12/27/securebonsai-pot/

Here you can see the bottom of the pot
showing the anchor wires for the mesh

covering the draining holes. The mesh

prevents the soil from running out of the pot
and prevents insects from enter as well.

Next a thin layer of pumice or gravel or soil is
put over the bottom of the pot (bottom

right). This allows water to freely drain out

of the pot.
Potting soil is added next. Potting soil is different for everyone, but the one thing all the mixes have in

common, is the mix drains well. Above left, mix is a combination of Akadema, pumice, and lava rock. The
mixture that Joe used, on the right, is Akadema and lava rock (pre-mix from David and June, $27). Lindsay
uses a commercial cactus mix. Ed Clark uses sand. If your plant grows well in the soil mix you use, then it is
fine, there is no right or wrong mixture, it is whatever works in your micro-climate and plants, and

pocketbook. Jonas Dupuich from his bonsai blog, titled What kind of soil should I use for my bonsai?,

addresses these questions. https://bonsaitonight.com/2021/03/07/what-kind-of-soil-should-i-use-for-my-bonsai/
covers most of your questions. This is a must-read article to read.

Thank you, Jonathan, for letting us use

your Zoom feed for our meeting. Manuel
on the right.

New members Tom &
Nardine Shanakian.

Nick above and new member Mary Matyseck

Joe positions the tree in the pot,

making sure that the front of the tree is
in front. You can still see the anchoring
wires sticking up. Once he is sure that
this is the right position of the tree to

the pot, he will fasten the tree down with

the wires. This is an important step in repotting a plant. Anchoring the plant to the pot prevents
movement of the plant. When the plant starts growing, the hair roots are the first to grow, and any

movement of the plant will break the roots. Just watering or repositioning or rotating the pot is enough
movement to cause breakage.

Above right, Joe is using a chop stick to work the new soil into the roots of the tree. You need to be

careful to have NO air pockets in the soil. This can be fatal to the plant. You will know that you have
worked the new soil well when you meet resistance when

poking the stick into the soil. If the chop stick goes into the
soil easily, there is an air pocket, and you need to work in

more soil. Wiggle and twist the chopstick to work the soil into
the pot. On the left, Joe is making sure that the new soil is
tamped down at the edge of the pot.
One cautionary note. Before you dump all the stuff from

repotting, make sure you have all your tools. It’s easy to
lose things under the dirt or other stuff, and then clean

your tools so that they are ready to use the next time you
need them.

The tree that Joe repotted is relatively small and wasn’t
in the pot a long

time to grow large
gnarly roots. I have

been repotting some
of my trees and
there are some

seriously large roots in the Ume and maples. The picture on the right
shows the bottom of my Koyohime maple. You can see a lot of fine

roots and tan colored patches representing the larger roots that have
grown. Quoting from Ed Clark, “Large roots function to hold the
tree up since we do that for them, large ones should be kept to a

minimum. That leaves room for smaller ones that are mostly involved

with food and water uptake. I use a grinding wheel made for wood to
flatten and shorten roots to fit the pot. (These are the tools Ed

uses.) The grinding wheels are pricy, but they really make easy work on large roots and they fit on a 4 ½”

hand grinder and they last a long time. Battery operated grinders work fine. This is the most economical
maker. It shows a medium coarse wheel, and you will need an extra coarse one too.” Thanks, Ed, for your

suggestions. Since I don’t have a grinder, I used my root cuter, a saw and pruners. The tree is fine because there
are lots of fine roots and it is now beginning to sprout new leaves.

That’s all for repotting now, but if you have more questions, please be sure to bring them up at the Round Robin

Zoom meeting on March 18.

Tom will continue to send out short videos, Saturdays at 9am, on bonsai related materials (member trees, techniques,
or destination tours). If there is something you want to see please let him know, halfclueless@yahoo.com or text him at
626-664-6238. Do not forget to check out his latest videos at

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7fXUS6h9Dw0BFlhagik-wA/videos and subscribe. The Winter
Silhouette show will be viewed here when it is released.

Please remember to pay your membership dues. Please follow the link below to pay for your membership
dues online. You will be directed to our Square check out page.

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL - Click Here
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL - Click Here

2021 Important Dates
March 18, 2021

Maple leaf pinching and pruning
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